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Welcome Remarks by AiSP Vice-President, Mr Tony Low at AiSP Cloud 
Security Summit 2023 

 

1. Good morning 

a. AiSP Patron, Mr Tan Kiat How Senior Minister of State for Ministry 

of Communications & Information  

b. Industry Partners, 

c. Ladies and Gentlemen  

2. Welcome to AiSP Cloud Security Summit 2023.  Firstly, I would like to 

thank AiSP Patron – Senior Minister of State, Mr Tan Kiat How for taking 

the time to grace the summit. 

3. As part of the AiSP Cloud Security Special Interest Group, we organised 

the second edition of the Cloud Security Summit, with the theme 

“Simplifying Cloud for a Safer Future”. 

4. Cloud computing has become an integral part of modern businesses and 

organizations. The cloud offers a wide range of benefits, including 

increased flexibility, scalability, and accessibility. However, many users 

still struggle to navigate the complex landscape of cloud computing and 

face security concerns. Today’s summit aims to simplify the cloud 

experience and make it safer for everyone. Our experts in cloud 

computing will share their insights and best practices for utilizing the 

cloud in a straightforward manner while maintaining security. 

 

5. Cloud Security SIG 

Through our Cloud Security Special Interest Group, AiSP hoped to foster 

stronger collaboration within professionals security & push stronger 

awareness in Cloud Security. 
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Earlier this year, AiSP had renewed our MOU with Centre for Strategic 

Cyberspace + International Studies (CSCIS), where we merged our Cloud 

Security Special Interest Group together for stronger collaboration and 

cross support for association event. 

 

Today, AiSP will be signing the MOU with Cisco Networking Academy 

where we will be partnering together to bring a series of cloud security 

workshops. Through these workshops, we aim to enrich the collective 

knowledge and expertise of all participants. 

 

6. Partners & Sponsors 

This community event would not have been possible without the strong 

support of our partners and sponsors. We would like to thank all sponsors 

and supporting partners for supporting today’s event. 

 

Conclusion 

7. With that, thank you for joining us today and I hope that you will enjoy 

the summit. 


